Let A = 0 n S ,o-^n be a connected graded /r-algebra and let Gr-A denote the category of graded right /4-modules with morphisms being graded homomorphisms of degree 0. If {r,,| n e 1} is a set of graded A:-linear bijections of degree 0 from A to itself satisfying for all I, m, n e Z and all y e A m , z e A h we define a new graded associative multiplication * on the underlying graded A-vector space 0 n s > o^n b >' y*z=yr m (z) for all y e A m , z s A,. The graded algebra with the new multiplication * is called a twisted algebra of A.
Introduction
Let k be a commutative ring and let A = (& n< =zA n be a Z-graded k-algebra. We denote by Gr-A the category of graded right y4-modules, with morphisms being graded homomorphisms of degree 0. Let r = {T n | n e Z} be a set of graded k-linear automorphisms of A. Then r is called a twisting system if r n (yr m (z)) = r r ,(y)r n+m (z) (1.0.1) for all n,m, I e Z and y E A m , z e A h If /is a graded algebra automorphism of A, then the set {r n : = f"\ n el} satisfies (1.0.1) because/" • f m =/" + "\ Hence it is a twisting system. In this sense, we can regard a twisting system as a generalized form of a graded algebra automorphism. Given a twisting system of A, say {r n n e Z}, we can define a new graded multiplication * on the underlying graded k-module (& neI A n by y*z=yr m (z) (1-0-2) for all y e A m , z e A,. The associativity of * follows easily from (1.0.1). The new graded algebra (0 n e z>4^, *) is called a twisted algebra of A. We prove the following: THEOREM 
If A is isomorphic to a twisted algebra of B, then the categories GT-A and GT-B are isomorphic.
A special case of Theorem 1.1, when the twisting system is {x n : = f"\ n eZ} for a graded automorphism / of A, is given by [3, Corollary 8.5] . A converse statement of Theorem 1.1 holds for connected graded rings. Recall that a graded algebra A = (& nE zA n is called connected graded if A o = k and A n = 0 for all n<0. THEOREM 
Let k be a field and let A and B be connected graded k-algebras with Ai 7*0. Then A is isomorphic to a twisted algebra of B if and only if Gr-A is equivalent to Gr-B.
Studying equivalences of categories of modules surely reminds us of the Morita theorems [8, § 3.12] . One version of the Morita theorems also holds in the context of Z-graded algebras. Let % A denote the category of graded right A -modules, with morphisms being all graded homomorphisms (not only graded homomorphisms of degree zero). The category ^> A is not abelian because the sum of two homomorphisms of different degrees is no longer graded, but it has most other properties of an abelian category. Similar to the Morita theorems, one can prove that % A is equivalent to % B via a functor which preserves the degree of homomorphisms if and only if A=End(P B )= Q) neI Hom(P B , P B ) n for some graded right progenerator P B . If this is the case, we call ^A and % (or A and B) graded Morita equivalent (for related results see [7, Theorem 5.4] and [5] ). It is easy to see that connected graded algebras A and B are graded Morita equivalent if and only if A and B are isomorphic. However, when we deal with graded algebras, it is more natural to consider the category G\-A, in which the morphisms are graded homomorphisms of degree 0. If ^A and % B are graded Morita equivalent, since Gr-y4 is a subcategory of ^A, it is easy to prove that GT-A and Gr-B are equivalent. The converse is not true, because we can construct a twisted algebra of A, say B, which is not isomorphic to A. For example, let A be the polynomial ring k [x, y] with deg(*) = deg(>>) = 1 and let / b e the automorphism defined by f(x) = x and f(y) = qy for some non-zero scalar q. Then {T n : = f n \ n e Z} is a twisting system of k [x,y] , and the twisted algebra is isomorphic to the skew polynomial ring k q [x, y] 
, k(x,y)/(xy -qyx). Similarly, if the automorphism is defined by f(x) = x and f(y)-y~x, the twisted algebra is isomorphic to the Jordan polynomial algebra kj[x, y] = k(x, y)l{x 2 + xy -yx) (see Example 3.6). The algebras k[x,y], k q [x,y] (for q^l), and kj[x,y]
are not graded Morita equivalent, but, by Theorem 1.1, the categories Gr-k [x, y] , Gr-k q [x, y] and Gr-kj [x, y] are isomorphic.
Recall that a property on rings and/or modules is called Morita invariant if it is preserved under Morita equivalences. A property P is said to be a twisting invariant if, whenever a graded algebra A has property P, then every twisted algebra of A also has the property. THEOREM On the other hand, some Morita invariants, such as being prime and being a PI ring, are not twisting invariants.
Some ideas in this paper are from non-commutative projective geometry [4] . Recall that QGr-^4 is the quotient category Gr-/i/Tors where Tors is the full subcategory of Gr-^4 consisting of all torsion A -modules. For a right A -module M, the image of M in QGr-^4 is denoted by M. The degree shift of graded modules induces a shift operator s of QGr-A Following the notation of [4] , we denote by THEOREM 1.4. Let A and B be N-graded right noetherian.
If A is isomorphic to a twisted algebra of B, then there is an equivalence functor &from QGx-A to QGr-B such that &(s n (si)) = s n (®) for all n E Z. 2. / / there is an equivalence functor *& from QGx-A to QGr-B such that for all n e Z, then T(si) is isomorphic to a twisted algebra of
The theory of twisting system and twisted algebra works for all semigroupgraded algebras, and Theorem 1.1 and a version of Theorem 1.2 are proved in general. For completeness, we also briefly introduce a twisted coalgebra of a graded coalgebra and a left-hand version of a twisted algebra which corresponds to equivalence of categories of graded left modules.
Twisting systems and twisted algebras
In this section we give the definitions of twisting system and twisted algebra and investigate their elementary properties.
Throughout the paper G will denote a (not necessarily commutative) semigroup, and e will denote the unit of G unless indicated otherwise. A k -algebra A is called G-graded if Let M and N be two G-graded modules.
If, moreover, it is v4-linear, then it is called a graded homomorphism. For simplicity, we usually omit prefixes G and/or A: if no confusion occurs. The basic facts about graded algebras and modules may be found in [13] .
Note that a graded k-linear automorphism of A is not necessarily an algebra automorphism. We give the following definition. DEFINITION Let Aut(y4) denote the group of graded algebra automorphisms of A and let g>~* z g be a semigroup homomorphism from G to Aut(y4). Then T^T/, = r gh for all g, h e G. Since each t g is a graded algebra automorphism of A, we obtain
for all g, h, I E G and y e A h , z e A,. Hence {T g \ g e G} is a twisting system. If G = 1 and / is a graded algebra automorphism of A, then the map n ^f" is a group homomorphism from Z to Au\(A) and {f"\ n e Z} is a twisting system of A. This also holds for G = fU A twisting system {r g \ g e G} of A is called algebraic if the map g •-> x g is a semigroup homomorphism from G to Aut(yl). The following is a trivial example in which each x g is not an algebra automorphism. Let a be an invertible element of degree e. Define r g (y) = ay for all y e A and for all g e G. Then ^(^( z ) ) = aytfz = T g (y)r g/I (z). Hence {r g \ g & G} is a twisting system.
For convenience, we write down three identities which are all equivalent to (2.1.1). We will use these frequently later. For all y e A h , z 6 A h ),
Replacing z by r^z ) in (2.1.1), we see that (2.1.1) is equivalent to (2.1.2). Replacing z by T gh (z) in (2.1.3), we see that (2.1.3) is equivalent to (2.1.4). Replacing y by r~\y) and applying x g to both sides of (2.1.4), we see that (2.1.1) is equivalent to (2.1.4). PROPOSITION Since x e is k-linear, the above is true for all y. By Part 2, x^{\) is the inverse of T,(l),soy = r; 1 (l)r e (y). Finally, we suppose that r e (l) = 1. By Part 2, r g '(1) = x e \\) = 1, so T A ,(1) = 1. By Part 3, r e (y) = r e (l)y = ly = y.
Let r = {r g | g G G} be a twisting system of a graded algebra A. We write l r = Tr'(l)-By the above proposition, ^' ( 1 ) = 1 T for all g e G . Hence T g (l r ) = 1. Note that there are examples in which r g (l) ¥> T e (l). PROPOSITION 
(Reflexivity) M is a twisted module of itself.

(Symmetry) if N is a twisted module of M, then M is a twisted module of N.
(Transitivity) if N is a twisted module of M and L is a twisted module of N,
then L is a twisted module of M. PROPOSITION 
1. A graded algebra B is isomorphic to a twisted algebra of A if and only if there is a set of graded k-linear bijections {<f> g \ g e G} from B to A which satisfy
for all a e B h , b e B t .
The graded algebra B is isomorphic to a twisted algebra of A if and only if A is isomorphic to a twisted algebra of B.
Proof. Suppose that / is a graded algebra isomorphism from B to A r where T = {r g g G G} is a twisting system of A. Hence the set {<f> g : = r g f\ g s G } satisfies (2.8.1).
Conversely, we suppose that {<f> g \ g e G} is a set of graded /c-linear bijections from B to A satisfying (2.8.1). Define r = {x g : = <f> g <f)^\ g e G } . It suffices to prove that r is a twisting system of A, and that (f> e is a graded algebra isomorphism from B to A for all a e B h , be B,. Therefore (f> e is a graded algebra isomorphism from B to A\ Part 2 follows from Part 1 and (2.8.2).
T . Let y = (f> g (a) and z = 4> g h(b)-
To conclude this section we give the following examples. EXAMPLE 2.9: semigroup algebras and their twisted algebras. Let G be a semigroup and R be a ^-algebra. The semigroup algebra RG is a free ^-module ® g Rg with multiplication {r\g){r 2 h) = {r^r^gh) for all r,, r 2 e R and g, h e G. We may identify R with a subring Re and identify G with_a set of elements {g := l R g\ g e G}. Then rg = gr for all r e R, g e G and gh = gh for all g, h e G. The identity of RG is equal to the identity 1^ of R and the unit e of G. An algebra B is called a crossed product of R by G if (a) R is a /c-subalgebra of B and G = {g\ g e G} is a set of elements of B such that both l R and e are equal to the identity of B, (b) Rg = gR for all g e G and RgRh = Rgh for all g, h e G, and TWISTED GRADED ALGEBRAS 2 8 9 (c) B = 0 S Rg = (& g g~R is a free left and right /?-module. As a consequence, B is a G-graded fc-algebra with deg(g) = g. Let • denote the multiplication of B. In general, r • g ¥* g • r for r e R, geG and g • h¥=gh for g, h e G. A special case is when r • g = g • r for all r e R, geG, and such 5 is called a twisted semigroup algebra. (This 'twisted' is not the 'twisted' in Definition 2.3, but we will see that a crossed product of R by G is a twisted algebra of a semigroup algebra in the sense of Definition 2.3.) If G is a group, these definitions can be found in [12, § 1.5] . Let B be a crossed product of R by G. For any h, I e G, we define a k-linear map f hJ from R to itself by for all r e /?. It is obvious that ^J, / is a bijection and the multiplication of r } h and r 2 l in J9 can be written as
For all g, h, I e G and r u r 2 e R, by associativity, we have
Since B is a free /?-module, we obtain that (2.9.2) for all g, /i, / E G and r,, r 2 e R. Now we define a graded /:-module automorphism T g of the semigroup algebra RG by T g (rh) =f g ,h(r)h for all r E /? and / i e G . Let r be the set {rj g e G}. We claim that r is a twisting system of RG and the twisted algebra (/?G) T is the crossed product B. For every g, h,l EG and r,, r 2 E R, we have
Hence r is a twisting system of the semigroup algebra RG. Let * be the multiplication of the twisted algebra (RG)
T . Then r t h* r 2 l = r^hx h (r 2 l) = r x hf hl (r 2 )l = r x f hJ {r 2 
)hl
Combining with (2.9.1), we see that the multiplications of the twisted algebra (RG) T and the algebra B are the same. Hence (RG) r = B. Therefore every crossed product of R by G is a twisted algebra of the semigroup algebra RG. Conversely, let B be a twisted algebra of the semigroup algebra RG by a twisting system r = {x g \ g E G}. By Proposition 2.4, we may assume that r e is the identity map of RG. Then R = Re is still a subring of B and {g := \ R g E B\ g E G} is a set of elements of B. Let * be the multiplication of B. For all g, h eG,
Since the algebra RG = 0 g / ? g = (& g gR is a free right and left 7?-module, the algebra B = © g e G^* £ = 0 g e c £ *^ is a free right a°d left /?-module. Therefore B is a crossed product.of /? by G. Thus we have proved the following theorem. PROPOSITION 
A G-graded algebra B is isomorphic to a crossed product of R by G if and only if B is isomorphic to a twisted algebra of the semigroup algebra RG.
EXAMPLE 2.11: a special case of Example 2.9. Let Z 2 denote both the finite abelian group Z/2Z and the finite field Z/2Z, and let k = Z 2 (r) be the field of rational functions of an indeterminate / over the base field Z 2 . For every r e k -{0}, the Z 2 -graded /c-algebra 
Equivalences of graded categories
In this section we investigate the relationship between twisted algebras and equivalences of categories of graded modules, and prove Theorem 1.1, Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.4 stated in the introduction. Let A be a G-graded k-algebra. We denote by Gr-A the category of G-graded right A -modules, with morphisms By Proposition 2.5.2, A is a twisted algebra of A T by the inverse twisting system T~\ Thus we can define a functor G from Gr-j4
T to Gr->i in the same way as we define F. By Proposition 2. Our next aim is to investigate when the converse of Theorem 3.1 holds. Let us first recall the usual shift operators on graded modules. Let M = © g e G^g be a graded right A -module, and let h be an element of G. We define a graded right DEFINITION 3.2. Let % be an abelian category and let 9'\={S g \ g e G} be a set of functors from ^ to itself. Then 5^ is called a shift of <# if (si) S e is the identity functor on %, (s2) SgS* = 5^ for all g, h e G, (s3) 5g is a faithful and full functor for every g e G.
If 5^ is a shift of <#, then the pair ($, 5^) (or the category <# alone) is called a G-graded category.
Note that if G is a group, then (s3) is a consequence of (si) and (s2). If G is a left cancellative semigroup, then {5^ := s g -i\ g e G} is a shift of the category Gr-A If G is an abelian group, then both {s g \ g e G} and {s g -i\ g e G} are shifts of Gr-A However, if G is a non-abelian group, then {s g \ g e G} is not a shift of Gr-y4 in the sense of Definition 3. Hence the set {(f> g \ g e G} satisfies (2.8.
1). Therefore T(M) is isomorphic to a twisted algebra of t(N).
We return to the category Gr-A The next corollary provides a converse of Theorem 3.1 when G is left cancellative. However we do not know the answer if G is not left cancellative. THEOREM 
Let G be a left cancellative semigroup and let A and B be two G-graded k-algebras. Then B is isomorphic to a twisted algebra of A if and only if there is an equivalence functor F from Gr-A to GT-B such that F(A[g~1]) = B[g~]] for all g E G.
Proof If B is isomorphic to a twisted algebra A T , then GT-B and Gr-A T are isomorphic. Without loss of generality, we may assume that B is the twisted algebra A T for some T = {r g j g c G}. By Theorem 3.1, the categories Gr-A and Gr-y4 T are equivalent. Let F be the equivalence functor from Gr-,4 to Gr-zT defined in the proof of Theorem 3. 
/(> • z) = ti(yT h (z)) = Ti(y)r ih (z) = T,(y)°z.
Hence T, is a graded /I'-module isomorphism from y4 1 ] to A and then a(l) e y4y,. We define a map/from F(>4) to >i by/(fl) = a(l), and then
, T(B) is isomorphic to a twisted algebra of T(A). It remains to check that T(A) = A. For every a e Homo^^f/i" 1 ], A)cz T(A), a is a map from ^[ / J "
f(ab)=f(as h -ib)) = as h -ib)(l) = a(b(l)) = a(l)b(l) = f(a)f(b).
Therefore/is a graded algebra isomorphism from T(A) to A. Similarly, T(B) = B.
Thus B is isomorphic to a twisted algebra of A.
By Theorem 3.4, if F(A[g~*]) = B\g~l] is automatically true for some class of graded algebras, then A is isomorphic to a twisted algebra of B if and only if
GT-A is equivalent to Gr-B. This happens if the algebras are connected graded over a field k. If A is connected graded, then we can regard A as both a Z-graded algebra and an N-graded algebra. If B is a twisted algebra of A as a Z-graded algebra, then B is a twisted algebra of A as an f^J-graded algebra. We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.2 from the Introduction. THEOREM 
Let A and B be two connected graded algebras over a field k with A x 5^0. Then B is isomorphic to a twisted algebra of A if and only if Gr-A is equivalent to Gr-B.
Proof. One direction is Theorem 3.1. It remains to prove the other direction. There are two cases.
Case 1: G = Z. In this case objects of the category Gr-A are Z-graded right A -modules. Let F be an equivalence functor from Gr-A to Gr-B. Since A is connected graded, the only indecomposable graded projective right A -modules are A[n] for all n s Z , The same is true for B. Since F is an equivalence,
F(>1[A?]) is an indecomposable graded projective right ^-module. Hence there is an integer, say f(n), such that F(A[n]) = B[f(n)]. The map /: n>-+f(n) is well defined and it certainly is a bijection from Z to itself. The shift functor s m is an autoequivalence of Gr-y4 (and Gr-B). Hence we can replace F by S-f(0) F and assume that F{A) = B.
In other words, we may assume that /(0) = 0. Now we want to prove that /is an identity map of Z. For every n e Z, Hom GT . A 
(A[n], A[n + \]) = Hom CT . A (A[-l], A) = A } *0. Applying F to A[n] and A[n f 1], we have 0 * Hom GT . B (B[f(n)], B[f(n + 1)]) a Hom GT . B (B[f(n) -f(n + 1)], B)
As a consequence, f(n +1) -/ ( A I )^0 . Hence f(n + l)>f(n) because / is a bijection. We have proved that as a graded algebra via the map a *-+s x n {a) for all a E Hom QGr . y4 (^, ^[«]). Note that the right-hand side of (3.6.1) is T{M) defined in this paper and the left-hand side is T{$£) defined in [4] when M = s&. THEOREM 
Let A and B be N-graded right noetherian algebras. 1. / / A is isomorphic to a twisted algebra of B, then there is an equivalence functor &from QGT-A to QGr-B such that &{d[n]) = @[n] for all n e I.
/ / there is an equivalence functor & from QGr-A to QGr-B such that ) = $ft[n] for all n e Z, then T(s#) is isomorphic to a twisted algebra of
Proof. Part 2 follows from Theorem 3.3 and we only need to prove Part 1. If A is isomorphic to a twisted algebra of B, then by Theorem 3.4, there is an equivalence functor Ffrom Gr-A to GT-B such that F(y4 [n] ) is isomorphic to B[n] for all n eZ. The functor F maps bounded /1-modules to bounded 5-modules, so it maps torsion /1-modules to torsion fi-modules. Thus we have an induced equivalence functor from QGr-,4 to QGr-5, which is denoted by SF. It follows that the image of F{M) in QGr-Z? is isomorphic to 2F(M). Therefore we obtain
To conclude this section we give some obvious equivalences of categories of graded modules in which one algebra is not isomorphic to a twisted algebra of another. EXAMPLE 3.8: equivalences defined by automorphisms of semigroups. Let G be a semigroup and let a be an automorphism of G. Let A = ® g A g be a G-graded algebra. We define A a to be the algebra 0 g y4,, U) . As an ungraded algebra, A (r = A, but as a graded algebra A (r is not equal to A unless a is the identity map of G. Given a graded right A -module, we define M a to be 0 g M^). Then M a is a graded right /4^-module. It is easy to see that Gr-;4 is equivalent to GT-A^ by sending M to M a . In general, A a is not isomorphic to a twisted algebra of A. Every crossed product of R by G is a strongly graded algebra, but not every strongly graded algebra is a crossed product. By [13, Theorem 1.3.4], the category Gr-y4 is equivalent to Mod-y4 e where Mo6-A e is the category of all right y4 e -modules. As a consequence, the category Gr-A is equivalent to the category Gr-i4«.G where A e G is the group algebra. By Proposition 2.10, if A is not a crossed product of A e by G, then A is not isomorphic to a twisted algebra of the group algebra A e G. EXAMPLE 3.10: graded Morita equivalences. Let A be a Z-graded algebra and let P be a graded right progenerator of A. Define B to be the graded algebra ® g Hom OT . A 
(P, P[g]).
Then Gr-B is equivalent to Gr-A In general, B is not isomorphic to a twisted algebra of A.
Other twistings
Let ,4-Gr denote the category of all graded left A -modules. In this section we will prove that if r is a twisting system and G is a group then we can twist graded left moduies as well. As a consequence, we show that if A T is a twisted algebra of A and G is a group then A-GT is equivalent to A r -Gr. We also briefly discuss twisting systems of a graded coalgebra and the corresponding twisted coalgebras.
From the definitions of a twisting system and a twisted module, it is not obvious that we can construct a 'twisted module' of a left module by a twisting system. We need left-hand analogues of all those concepts. Let A op denote the opposite ring of A and let G op denote the opposite group of G. Then A op is a G op -graded algebra. It is easy to see that B is an /-twisted algebra of A as a G-graded algebra if and only if B op is a twisted algebra of A op as a G op -graded algebra. Hence every concept and every statement in § § 2 and 3 has a left-hand analogue. We omit the details here.
The relationship between twisted algebras and /-twisted algebras is as follows. THEOREM 
Let G be a group and let A be a G-graded algebra. Then a twisted algebra of A is isomorphic to an l-twisted algebra of A (and vice versa).
Proof. Let B be a twisted algebra A T for some r = {r g | g e G}. We define a set of graded /c-linear automorphisms, say v = {v g | g e G}, by (4.3.1) for all y E A h . Since G is a group, (hg)' 1 and h~x are in G and so v g is well defined. We claim that v is an /-twisting system of A, and B is isomorphic to the /-twisted algebra V A By (2.1.3) and (2.1.1), we have
Tg-*(x)*wiX h-*(y) = v M (x)v,(y)
for all x e A g , y E A h . Hence v is an /-twisting system of A. Let ° denote the multiplication of 
f(y*z) = r m -iyr h (z)) = r (M) -^y)x,-iz) = r (hl) -a^(f(y))f(z) =f(y)°f(z)
for all y e A h) z E A,. Therefore/is a graded algebra isomorphism from A T to V A. In the case where G is not a group, we have not found a proof of the statement of Theorem 4.3 and we do not have any counter examples either. We conjecture that Theorem 4.3 holds without the assumption that G is a group. The statement of Theorem 4.3 holds in the following two cases. Case 1. Let B be a twisted algebra of A by a twisting system r = {r g | g e G}. If for all g, h E G, r g r,,T g = r ghg , then B is isomorphic to an /-twisted algebra of A. In particular, if r is an algebraic twisting system of A, then v = {v g := T~'| g e G } is an algebraic /-twisting system of A, and A* is isomorphic to the /-twisted algebra V A. Case 2. Let A be a semigroup algebra RG. By Proposition 2.10, a G-graded algebra B is isomorphic to a twisted algebra of A if and only if B is isomorphic to a crossed product of R by G. Symmetrically, a G-graded algebra B is isomorphic to an /-twisted algebra of A if and only if B is isomorphic to a crossed product of R by G. As a consequence, every twisted algebra of A is isomorphic to an /-twisted algebra of A.
In the rest of this section we introduce the definition of twisted coalgebra and state the coalgebra analogue of Theorem 3.1 without proof. The basic facts about coalgebras can be found in [1] and [15] . The concept of coalgebra is a dual concept of algebra. We define a twisted coalgebra of a graded coalgebra in a way dual to that of defining a twisted algebra. A k-coalgebra C with comultiplication A is called G-graded if . Let e denote the counit (map) of the graded coalgebra C = 0 g C g satisfying e(C g ) = 0 for all g / e . Then the counit (map) of the twisted coalgebra C T is er^1. An analogue of Theorem 3.1 holds. Let C be a graded coalgebra. We denote by Gr co -C the category of graded right C-comodules, with morphisms being graded homomorphisms of comodules of degree e. Twisted coalgebra is a dual concept of twisted algebra. Recall that a graded module 0^ M g is called locally finite if each M g is finite dimensional over a field k. If we consider locally finite algebras and coalgebras, then they are also dual to each other in the following sense. Let M -0 g M g be a locally finite graded /c-module. We denote by M* the graded k-module 0 g Y\om k (M g , k) . If A is a graded algebra, then A* is a graded coalgebra and it is called the dual coalgebra of A. Conversely, if C = 0^ C g is a locally finite graded k-coalgebra, then C* is a graded algebra and it is called the dual algebra of C. If r = {r i? | g e G} is a twisting system of the graded algebra A, then r*:={r*| g e G } is a twisting system of the graded coalgebra A*, and the twisted coalgebra (A*)** is isomorphic to the dual coalgebra (A r )*.
Twisting invariant properties
In this section we investigate the properties which carry over from a graded algebra to its twisted algebra, and we prove Theorem 1.3 stated in the introduction. As an example, we study the twisted algebras of commutative polynomial rings in some detail. Many concepts with prefix 'graded' are adopted from [13] and we are not going to recall most of them.
A property 9* is called G-twisting invariant if a G-graded algebra A has the property 2P if and only if every twisted algebra of A has the property @. In the ungraded case, a property is called Morita invariant if it is preserved under Morita equivalence.
If algebras A and B are Morita equivalent, then by [12, Theorem 3.5.9], the centre of A is isomorphic to the centre of B. However, for many (probably all) semigroups G, there are examples in which the centre of a G-graded algebra is not isomorphic to the centre of its twisted algebra. Therefore we do not expect any properties related to the centre of an algebra to be G-twisting invariant for any semigroup G. On the other hand, we expect some 'G-graded' properties to be G-twisting invariant because (i) a twisted algebra A x is easily constructed from a graded algebra A, and
(ii) the categories GT-A and Gr-/T are equivalent. However, we are more interested in those properties without the prefix 'G-graded'. By Example 2.11, a Z 2 -graded algebra A_ ] is not semiprime and a twisted algebra A T of A-X is a field. As an ungraded algebra, /4_, is isomorphic to the algebra k[x]/(x 2 ) where k is the field Z 2 (t). Thus the global dimension of y4_, is infinite whereas the global dimension of A T is zero. Therefore the following properties are not Z 2 -twisting invariant:
(a) being a division ring, (b) being a domain, (c) being a simple ring, If G is a group, then B is also an /-twisted algebra of A. Hence A being left noetherian implies B being left noetherian. Thus being left noetherian is G-twisting invariant.
A semigroup G is called ordered if there is an order relation < defined on the set G satisfying (a) if g, h E G, then either g < h or h < g or g = h, (b) if g < h and h < I, then g<l, and (c) if g < h, then gl < hi and Ig < Ih for all / e G. The group Z and the semigroup N are naturally ordered. The group Z m is (lexicographically) ordered. PROPOSITION 
Suppose that G is an ordered semigroup. Then being a domain is a G-twisting invariant property.
Proof. Let A be a domain and let B be a twisted algebra of A by a twisting system {x g \ g e G } and let * denote the multiplication of B. Next we study the relationship between localization and twisting and generalize [3, Proposition 8.12] . Suppose that G is a group and that A is a G-graded algebra. Let S be a set of homogeneous elements of A. Then S is called multiplicatively closed if it is closed under multiplication, and S is called a right Ore set if (a) aS fl sA is not empty for every homogeneous element a e A and every s E 5, and (b) if sa = 0 for some homogeneous element a e A and s e S, then there is an s' G 5 such that as' = 0. Given a multiplicatively closed right Ore set S, A is localizable over S (see [ It is easy to see that t e is the identity map. We need to check the following: (a) t g is well-defined for every g, (b) t g is k-linear and bijective for every g, and (c) f is a twisting system of A s , namely it satisfies (2.1.1). The proof of these three statements is routine and very tedious. We only prove to (5.6.1), we obtain a minimal graded projective resolution of the trivial module k B , A graded algebra A is called graded Goldie if A has finite graded right and left uniform (Goldie) dimensions and satisfies the ascending chain condition on graded right (as well as left) annihilators. Let A be a semiprime graded Goldie, connected graded algebra. By [13, Theorem C.I.I.6], A has a graded semisimple, graded artinian graded quotient ring which is denoted by Q gT (A) . By the proof of [13, Theorem C.I. 1.6], a connected graded algebra A is semiprime graded Goldie if and only if any graded essential right (and left) ideal of A contains a regular homogeneous element. It is easy to see that a graded essential right (and left) ideal and a regular homogeneous element are preserved under twisting. Therefore being semiprime graded Goldie is Z-twisting invariant. By Proposition 5.4, we have proved the following. PROPOSITION 
Being semiprime graded Goldie is a Z-twisting invariant property for connected graded algebras. Moreover, if B is a twisted algebra of a semiprime graded Goldie algebra A, then Q gT (B) is a twisted algebra of Q gT (A).
We have an example which shows that being prime is not Z-twisting invariant. It is easy to see from the definition that being graded semisimple graded artinian is Z-twisting invariant. However, being graded simple graded artinian is not. EXAMPLE 5.9. Let A be the graded /c-algebra k(x, y)l{xy, yx) with deg(x) = deg(y) = 1. Since A is commutative and xy = 0, A is not prime. Let a be the graded algebra automorphism sending x to v and y to x. The twisted algebra associated to {z n = a n \ n e Z} is isomorphic to B -k(x, y)/(x 2 , y 2 ). The algebra B is a noetherian prime PI ring. Therefore being prime is not Z-twisting invariant (even for connected graded algebras). By Proposition 5.8, Q gT (B) is a twisted algebra of Q gT {A). Since A is semiprime (but not prime), Q gT (A) is graded semisimple (but not graded simple) graded artinian. Since B is prime, Q gT (B) is graded simple graded artinian. Thus being graded simple graded artinian is not Z-twisting invariant.
In the next example we show that being a simple ring is not Z-twisting invariant. 
